ABSTRACT Vehicular Edge Computing (VEC) has been studied as an important application of mobile edge computing in vehicular networks. Usually, the generalization of VEC involves large-scale deployment of dedicated servers, which will cause tremendous economic expense. We also observe that the Parked Vehicles (PVs) in addition to mobile vehicles have rich and underutilized resources for task execution in vehicular networks. Thus, we consider scheduling PVs as available edge computing nodes to execute tasks, and this leads to a new computing paradigm, called by parked vehicle edge computing (PVEC). In this paper, we investigate PVEC and explore opportunistic resources from PVs to run distributed mobile applications. PVs coordinate with VEC servers for collective task execution. First, a system architecture with primary network entities is proposed for enabling PVEC. We also elaborately design an interactive protocol to support mutual communications among them with security guarantee. Moreover, we measure the availability of opportunistic resources and formulate a resource scheduling optimization problem by using Stackelberg game approach. A subgradient-based iterative algorithm is presented to determine workload allocation among PVs and minimize the overall cost of users. Numerical results indicate that compared with existing schemes, PVEC serves more vehicles and reduces service fee for users. We also demonstrate that the Stackelberg game approach is effective and efficient.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the global number of vehicles has reached 1.2 billion in 2014, and the number is predicted to be 2.0 billion in 2035 [1] . Numerous communication and computation resources are required for future service provision. Besides, an explosive growth of data traffic is generated with strict processing requirements. In compute-intensive applications, e.g., autonomous driving, raw sensor data is generated at 2 Gb/s and should be processed within 1 millisecond. To overcome the dilemma, mobile edge computing has been envisioned as a crucial technology to increase network resources and enable localized data processing by deploying pervasive and proximal cloud computing capability around users. The technology reduces latencies, mitigates communication jitter and realizes mobility support for users [2] . Recently, the technology is introduced into vehicular networks for extending computing environment to the vehicular network edge, leading to Vehicular Edge Computing (VEC), which is a great adoption of mobile edge computing in transportation domains [3] .
Existing work have studied VEC in different application scenarios. On one hand, VEC enlarges resource capacity of vehicular networks and brings available computation resources at the network edge. In computation offloading, computation tasks can be directly executed by proximal VEC servers with fast response. With edge deployments, VEC servers have remarkable advantages in localized data processing and can also undertake related tasks in network management.
However, there exist critical issues regarding VEC should be addressed for large-scale network implementation. The issues consist of the following aspects:
• VEC provides constrained network resources and this cannot adapt to the exponentially increasing number of connected vehicles. More available resources are still required, especially when compute-intensive applications have been developed rapidly.
• The number of dedicated servers in VEC can be promoted gradually. The establishment of VEC servers depends on high virtualization of physical resources in enhanced network routers [4] , e.g., roadside unit. It is not feasible to deploy massive VEC servers all over the network for ubiquitous computing environment. This clearly causes large economic and time expense.
• Limited resource capacity always restricts the number of served users. Idle resources from existing network entities can be excavated to improve resource utilization and extend resource capacity of vehicular networks.
We observe that Parked Vehicles (PVs) always have rich embedded computation resources to execute tasks. So we aim to exploit underutilized resources from common PVs for ondemand resource provision. PVs are of convenient opportunities to offer available resources for running distributed mobile applications. Similar to VEC servers, PVs become available edge computing nodes to serve mobile vehicles. Then we propose a new computing paradigm, called by Parked Vehicle Edge Computing (PVEC). In daily life, a high proportion of vehicles are parked on streets, roadways and parking lots. According to a real world urban parking report [5] , about 70% of individual vehicles are parked for an average of more than 20 hours every day [6] . In addition, PVs stay in the parked state and they can be scheduled normally for service provision [7] , [8] . Here, we are motivated to utilize PVs for task execution in computation offloading, as proposed in [9] . Most of existing work only pay attention to PV scheduling and the collaboration among PVs is optimized according to specified scenarios. But the coordination between dynamic PVs and fixed VEC servers is seldom researched by them. We consider that opportunistic resources extracted from PVs are complementary to regular resources offered by VEC. Two kinds of resources coexist with each other and further extend resource capacity at the vehicular network edge. Thus, PVs are employed to cooperate with VEC servers for collective task execution in PVEC. Owing to ubiquitous resource provision, mobile applications are run in a distributed manner.
In this paper, we investigate PVEC for rapid development of distributed mobile applications and try to answer the following questions: i) Why PVEC is proposed? ii) What is PVEC? iii) How to realize PVEC. PVEC schedules more available resources to facilitate distributed mobile applications with resource guarantee, ultimately serving more users.
First, a system architecture with primary network entities is proposed. Second, we elaborately design an interactive protocol to support mutual communications among them for security consideration. Third, we measure the availability of opportunistic resources provisioned by PVs and formulate a resource scheduling optimization problem by using Stackelberg game. Theoretical Stackelberg equilibrium analysis is offered to determine workload allocation among PVs. The goal of the game is to minimize the overall cost for users in computation offloading. Finally, we present a subgradientbased iterative algorithm to achieve the goal.
The main contributions of the paper are summarized as follows.
• We exploit opportunistic resources from idle PVs to realize PVEC. A feasible system architecture including requesting vehicles, service providers with renting VEC servers, and PVs is introduced.
• We design an interactive protocol with basic request and response operations for service provision in PVEC.
In particular, the considerate interactive protocol satisfies strict security and privacy requirements.
• We formulate and solve the resource scheduling optimization problem by using Stackelberg game approach. A service provider is a leader while PVs act as followers to response to it. Stackelberg equilibrium analysis with an iterative algorithm is provided to determine workload allocation among PVs, aiming to minimize service fee for a requesting vehicle.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the related work. We offer the feasible system architecture of PVEC in Section III. The interactive protocol is also presented to support network communications. Section IV offers quantitive representation of opportunistic resource in PVEC. In Section V, the resource scheduling optimization problem is formulated by using Stackelberg game approach. The theoretical analysis with the iterative algorithm is proposed to reach the unique Stackelberg equilibrium. Performance evaluation of our scheme is provided in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK A. VEHICULAR EDGE COMPUTING
VEC has drawn a lot of attentions in recent years. Owing to ubiquitous connections, mobile vehicles are convenient to directly upload computation tasks to proximal VEC servers for high-quality computation offloading. VEC servers serve mobile vehicles with overall performance improvements, e.g., lower service delay, reduced bandwidth consumption and enriched awareness support. Zhang et al. presented a series of computing offloading schemes to improve task scheduling in VEC environment. In [10] , Stackelberg game approach was used to determine which VEC server is to serve a requesting vehicle and accordingly, how many computation resources are allocated to it. Furthermore, a predictive offloading scheme was introduced in [11] . Both heterogeneous task requirements and mobility of vehicles are considered. For a requesting vehicle, it can offloaded a computation task to a VEC server located at the road segment ahead of the current position.
At the same time, VEC servers are deployed in close proximity to mobile vehicles. VEC servers are capable for localized data processing in vehicular networks. Current researches have proposed that VEC servers can be assigned to undertake different tasks for facilitating distributed network management. For example, VEC servers were utilized to ensure reliable vehicular communications [12] , realize distributed reputation management [13] and promote distributed electric vehicle discharging/charging scheduling [14] , [15] .
Nevertheless, resource capacity of existing VEC still should be further extended to adapt to the exponentially increasing amount of global vehicles and rapid development of compute-intensive applications. In this paper, we consider that opportunistic resources from PVs can be scheduled well for service provision and enhancing resource capacity. Based on the utilization of PV, PVEC is to combine dynamic PVs and fixed VEC servers for collective task execution. As a result, applications are run with resource guarantee in the distributed paradigm and more users are served finally.
B. UTILIZATION OF PVS IN VEHICULAR NETWORKS
In previous work, PV is utilized as a key enabler for supporting diverse vehicular services. Due to ample and underutilized resources, PVs are regarded as a distributed computing, communication and storage asset. According to existing studies, PVs have been used as small-scale data centers [16] , and thus computation tasks are offloaded to them for online and off-line execution. Toward inter-vehicles communications, PVs with on-board communication capabilities are relay nodes for packet forwarding [17] and content delivery [18] .
Meanwhile, PVs can offer accessible storage capacity to cache vehicular content as scheduled [19] . In the work, PV scheduling with the collaboration among PVs is optimized accordingly.
We are motivated to employ common PVs for assisting in task execution and cooperating with VEC servers in computation offloading. In this way, PVEC realizes that opportunistic resources are formulated and gathered to contribute for extending the resource capacity and improves resource utilization simultaneously. Compared with the above work, our work mainly study the coordination between PVs and VEC servers. Opportunistic resources from PVs are greatly complementary to regular resources residing in VEC. Then we focus on the resource scheduling optimization in PVEC when the opportunistic resources are explored and allocated for satisfying resource requirements of requesting vehicles.
III. ARCHITECTURE AND PROTOCOL OF PVEC
A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE OF PVEC As illustrated in Fig. 1(a) , a feasible system architecture with all related network entities is proposed for the implementation of PVEC. In the architecture, the coordination between PVs and VEC servers is particularly considered. This ensures that a service provider can directly host the service at the vehicular network edge. Different workloads from mobile applications are allocated to both PVs and VEC servers. Then mobile applications are run in a distributed manner, and also with reliable resource provision.
With the utilization of VEC servers, decision-making capability of a service provider is shifted to the close proximity of users. A request from a mobile vehicle can be realized and processed promptly in computation offloading. The service provider also schedules VEC servers to VOLUME 6, 2018 undertake surveillance tasks in a parking lot. PVs are detected and there exists a roadside unit in the parking lot. VEC servers communicate with the roadside unit, which communicates with PVs via existing vehicular communications, i.e., vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communications. By using the roadside unit as a relay, the service provider interacts with the PVs in real time. The computation task from the requesting vehicle is offloaded to appropriate PVs for execution. Computation offloading is swiftly performed by proximal PVs. Then computation result is finally transmitted to the requesting vehicle.
Here, the requesting vehicle moves on the road and the changing locations are monitored by local roadside units, which collect status information including locations of passing vehicles [20] . By identifying the closest roadside unit of the requesting vehicle at that time, the service provider utilizes it as a relay to feedback the computation result. In short, extra resource provision is offered by PVs in addition to current VEC servers, significantly resulting in extended resource capacity. Ultimately, more available resources are scheduled on demand to support running applications and serve more users.
For service provision, the service provider rents several VEC servers to conduct routine operations. The operations consist of event detection, PV selection, workload allocation and reward management. More specifically, in each resource scheduling time period, the service provider assigns VEC servers to observe PVs with dynamic arrivals and departures in the parking lot. By predicting following parking behavior of the PVs, the service provider handles VEC servers to determine which PVs with opportunistic resources exhibit great serviceability for task execution at this time. Appropriate PVs are selected and employed to serve the requesting vehicle. In particular, the service provider acts as a broker of the requesting vehicle in computation offloading. To improve user satisfaction, the service provider determines how to allocate the total workloads among the selected PVs in an economic way. For stimulations, the service provider gives the participating PVs certain rewards. The participating PVs will receive reward certificates, which record crucial information about task execution, e.g., the amount of workloads undertaken by the PVs and the corresponding rewards. After that, the PVs can exhibit the reward certificates to cash the rewards at any time. More details of the network entities and their functionalities in the architecture of PVEC are described as follows.
• Requesting vehicle: Owing to current vehicular communication technologies, the requesting vehicle is convenient to upload its computation task to the nearest roadside unit on the road. The VEC servers wiredly connect to the roadside unit. The roadside unit helps transmit the request to the VEC servers belonging to a service provider. For secure communications, as requesters and participators, both requesting vehicles and PVs interact with the service provider by using anonymous pseudonyms.
• Service provider: By renting the VEC servers with edge deployments, the service provider directly process the submitted request for the requesting vehicle in vicinity. The service provider receives the computation task, splits the task into multiple subtasks and employs adequate PVs for execution. When subresults of all the subtasks are gathered, the service provider is also responsible for aggregating the subresults to form a final result. The final result is sent back to the requesting vehicle.
• VEC server: VEC servers offer the service provider with managing capability for detecting and selecting PVs, allocating workloads and giving rewards to PVs. In addition, participating PVs could not undertake the whole workloads or continue the allocated workloads. The service provider also assigns VEC servers to undertake the residual workloads when necessary.
• Parked vehicle: PVs become main performers in computation offloading. According to previous work, PVs with parked state still contribute their own computing capability and storage space for task execution. By considering the acquired utility, each PV responds to the service provider whether to participate in task execution and the amount of undertaking workloads. With valid efforts, PVs get authentic reward certificates regarding task execution in PVEC and can cash the rewards afterwards.
B. INTERACTIVE PROTOCOL FOR PVEC
During service provision, regular communications among different network entities are necessary. PVs are employed by the service provider to execute tasks in computation offloading. In the meantime, PVs should communicate with the service provider in a considerate way to satisfy security and privacy requirements. Firstly, PVs need to ensure anonymous communications when interacting with the service provider. Thus, others including the service provider cannot know which PVs are actually recruited and given how many rewards for task execution. At the same time, the location privacy of PVs is protected. Secondly, transmitted messages should be encrypted and signed well for secure communications. This aims to defend against tampering attacks and camouflage attacks. Otherwise, a malicious service provider may pretend to recruit several PVs in PVEC but refuse to pay for the PVs afterwards. Last but not least, after the interactive communications, both the service provider and PVs should agree on the fact of task execution regarding workloads, rewards and so on, to defend against reward repudiation of reception and giving.
Based on the requirements, we propose an interactive protocol to support basic request and response operations in PVEC. As shown in Fig. 1(b) , there exist some key operations for a requesting vehicle, a service provider and several PVs in the interactive protocol. To summarize, all the related operations are mainly performed in the following phases: system initialization, request submission, task execution and reward management.
1) SYSTEM INITIALIZATION
For anonymous communications in vehicular networks, each vehicle V is registered to a trusted certification authority and given a set of pseudonyms, which can be regarded as several public keys for signatures and encryption. The pseudonyms are certified by the trusted authority and cannot reveal any information about the identity of the vehicle. For the l-th pseudonym of vehicle V , the certification authority generate a set of key pairs (PK l V , SK l V , Cert l V ). PK l V and SK l V indicate the public key and private key corresponding to the lth pseudonym while Cert l V is a signature of the certification authority on the public key PK l V . Here, the vehicle can use the private key SK l V to digitally sign messages m when maintaining the l-th pseudonym, namely, carrying out the operation Sig(SK l V , m). The vehicle can also use the public key PK l V to encrypt the transmitted message m for vehicle V :
2) REQUEST SUBMISSION
Considering there exists a requesting vehicle i with maintaining its g-th pseudonym, it would like to upload a computation task with input data data and task requirements req. The vehicle prefers to be served by a service provider SP. Then the request is encrypted and sent to the nearest roadside. The operation can be expressed as follows:
where PK RSU is the public key of RSU and timestamp indicates the current time slot.
3) TASK EXECUTION
The request is decrypted by the roadside unit and forwarded to the service provider SP, which manipulates PVs in a parking lot. In this time period, SP exploits VEC servers to select the PVs with higher serviceability for task execution. The service provider records the request with an identification number rid and inquires one selected PV j using h-th pseudonym :
where par is the corresponding parameters of executing the computation task, e.g., the reward of undertaking per workload for any participating PV. Based on the reward parameter and individual workload state, each PV replies with the response res about whether to join the task execution and how many workloads for undertaking : j → SP : reply = E SP (Sig(SK PK h j , rid |res ) Cert h j |timestamp ). By collecting the responses, the service provider divides the whole computation task into a set of subtasks and sends them to the participating PVs (including PV j) for execution:
pid is the participation identification number in this task. After a while, PV j outputs the subresult (sre) and sends it back:
4) REWARD MANAGEMENT
While receiving subresults of all the subtasks, the service provider aggregates them to form a final result for the requesting vehicle. After that, the service provider issues the material of the reward certificates to the participating PVs. The utilization of reward certificates simplifies reward cashing for the PVs and avoids repetitive operations about reward management for the service provider. PVs may continuously undertake computation tasks as scheduled by the service provider. They acquire several reward certificates after participating in many times of task execution in computation offloading. They can cash all the rewards simultaneously when leaving the parking lot. The cumulative rewards may compensate for their parking fee. Moreover, authentic reward certificates can be regarded as valid evidences to indicate the cooperative behavior of both the service provider and PVs in computation offloading.
We take PV j as an example:
. rew is the rewards for the PV as scheduled. PV j decrypts the message, acquires Sig(SK SP , rid |pid |rew ) as the issued material, and particularly checks whether rew is right according to the presetting reward policy. After checking, the PV is required to sign the issued material to form a consentual reward certificate, and feed back it to the service provider: j → SP : reward certificate = E SP (Sig(SK PK h j |SK SP , rid |pid |rew ) Cert h j |timestamp ). Ultimately, both the service provider and PV agree on the reward certificate with dual signature. The PV can cash the rewards by exhibiting the reward certificate to the service provider when necessary.
C. SECURITY ANALYSIS
In this paper, we elaborately design an interactive protocol wherein the security and privacy requirements are guaranteed for promoting PVEC. Next, we offer necessary security analysis to demonstrate that the proposed interactive protocol can achieve the following performances.
• Message confidentiality: Standard cryptographic primitives including asymmetric/symmetric key-based encryption and digital signatures are utilized in the protocol. Without the symmetric keys and private keys of entities, an adversary cannot open the encrypted messages. In particular, a vehicle utilizes public/private keys regarding a temporary pseudonym as session keys to communicate with a service provider. The session keys are totally generated by the certification authority, which also issues long-term master keys to the vehicle. Toward forward secrecy, the certification authority designs the session keys well to achieve that the adversary cannot compute the session keys even if the master keys are compromised. Moreover, the vehicle changes the pseudonym after interacting with the service provider. The previous pseudonym will not be reused and be revoked after a while. Ultimately, it is very difficult for the adversary to recover the session keys and further access to messages incurred in the previous sessions. This avoids information leakage for vehicles and guarantees forward secrecy.
• Identity authentication: Each message is signed and attached with legal certificates. This avoids that the entities are counterfeited. The legal identities of vehicles and service providers are authenticated by verifying the signatures. We also use timestamp in all the messages to prevent replay attack caused by compromised entities.
• Anonymity maintenance: All the vehicles interact with service provider by using pseudonyms instead of real identities. Only the certification authority can acquire the true identities. During the task execution, participating PVs can still change their pseudonyms and use pid to communicate with corresponding service providers. In fact, a compromised service provider may link a limited amount of pseudonyms to a specified PV during the procedure. A restricted linkability caused by pseudonym usage is achieved for privacy preservation. Therefore, when participating in computation offloading, the identity and location privacy of individual vehicles can be protected well as a whole.
• Reward integrity: A participating PV cannot launch reward repudiation of reception, because the final reward certificate is also bound with its signature. This means that the PV should have approved the rewards. The participating PV cannot tamper and regenerate the reward certificate (e.g., modifying the vital parameter rew) due to the unforgery of the signature signed by the service provider. As for the service provider, it should pay for the participating PV according to the predesigned reward policy. Otherwise, the participating PV can disclose its cheating behavior by submitting the handshake messages to the certification authority for fair judgement.
IV. QUANTITIVE REPRESENTATION OF OPPORTUNISTIC RESOURCES
To exploit opportunistic resources well, we should ensure that PVs with dynamic mobility competent to reliable resource provision in PVEC. Hence, the availability of opportunistic resources from PVs is measured to distinguish those target PVs with great serviceability. The adequate PVs are selected for task execution in PVEC. In this section, we also offer quantitive representation about reward function, cost function of each PV and a requesting vehicle in computation offloading when they offer/occupy opportunistic resources in PVEC.
A. AVAILABILITY OF OPPORTUNISTIC RESOURCES
In PVEC, the availability of opportunistic resources from PVs is studied for reliable resource provision. In particular, the availability is exactly influenced by parking behavior. At the beginning of every resource scheduling time period, VEC servers seek target PVs for on-demand resource provision. Before the exploitation of opportunistic resources in PVEC, VEC servers evaluate the availability of idle resources owned by current PVs in resource scheduling. When a PV is predicated to stay in the specified time interval with a higher probability, the PV shows greater reliability to provide idle resources for task execution in computation offloading. This means that if tasks are allocated to the PV, the probability of re-offloading caused by the sudden departure of the PV is significantly lessened. This avoids incurring extra workloads to migrate the tasks. Hence, we use the probability that a PV will stay continuously in the entire time period, as a key metric to formulate the availability of opportunistic resources provisioned by the PV. We consider that parking behavior of PVs can be detected, recorded and analysed by advanced technologies, e.g., big data mining [21] . The data analysis methods are supported by VEC servers. With the everlasting records and complex analysis, the probability density function of parking duration of PVs is acquired. The function is expressed by f (t), where t is the parking duration and has a considerable range, t ∈ [0, t max ]. Clearly, the cumulative distribution function of f (t) is F(t) = t 0 f (t)dt, t ≤ t max . For simplicity, we consider that there exists a service provider that schedules local VEC servers to manipulate a lot of PVs in a parking lot. At the beginning of the j-th time period, we denote a PV i in the parking lot as v j i . For v j i , the accumulative parking durations up to now is detected and denoted as at j i . We try to estimate the probability of staying continuously in the j th time period, which can be calculated by the following conditional probability
where T is time span of the time period. The conditional probability is to represent the probability that the PV will continue to stay parked for at least T time slots once the PV has been parked for specified time slots. To calculate the above probability, we need to acquire the probability density function conditioned on t > at 
According to the Bayesian formula, we calculate the cumulative distribution function conditioned on t > at
We further obtain f (t|t > at j i ) via the derivation of
Finally, the conditional probability p j i is calculated by
The value of the probability indicates whether the stability of resource provision undertaken by the PV is high enough to facilitate PVEC. Thus, we are motivated to use the value as a evaluation index when exploring the availability of opportunistic resources provisioned by the PV. In PVEC, a service provider regards a PV as a qualified performer in computation offloading by estimating its predicted probability of staying continuously in the whole time period. With the higher probability, the PV is of better serviceability for being recruited to execute tasks. After calculating current probabilities of the existing PVs, the service provider schedules VEC servers to find the target PVs that satisfies p j i ≥ P th . The target PVs are employed to undertake workloads for executing tasks in computation offloading. As for P th , it is a predefined threshold value for regulation in PV selection. There is a tradeoff problem when setting the value of P th . Clearly, with a lower threshold value, the number of selected PVs are finally increased. But the stability of task execution becomes more difficult to be guaranteed over time.
B. REWARD AND COST IN UTILIZATION OF OPPORTUNISTIC RESOURCES
There exists a vehicle V sending a request of computation offloading to a service provider. In PVEC, the computation task can be offloaded to PVs. If the input data size uploaded by vehicle V is D in V , the total workloads of accomplishing the computation task W = H V D in V , which represents the amount of executed CPU cycles. In previous work, e.g., [22] and [23] , the workloads are expressed as a linear function of the input data size. H V is an application-centric parameter related to the type of running application. The computation task with total workloads W is split as a set of subtasks and forwarded to a group of selected PVs (denoted as K) in the resource scheduling time period. PVs choose to execute various subtasks with different workloads. In computation offloading, a part of VEC servers are also assigned to undertake workloads if the total workloads are too large. Thus, the procedure of computation offloading in PVEC is shown in Fig. 2.   FIGURE 2 . Procedure of computation offloading in PVEC.
PVs will acquire different utilities when undertaking various workloads in computation offloading. For a PV v k , k ∈ K, the service provider will ask PV v k whether to undertake a part of the workloads. Based on individual rationality, the PV responses to the service provider according to a utility function, wherein both reward policy and workload state are considered. Let x V k represent a decision variable to determine the amount of undertaking workloads for serving the requesting vehicle. r V k and c k are the given rewards by the requesting vehicle and consumed cost for undertaking per workload, respectively. Then the final economic benefits are equal to (r V k − c k )x V k . Nevertheless, similarly to the work in [24] , when the higher value of x V k , larger workloads lead to more negative effects for the PV. Task execution gives rise to extra workloads for the PV, and causes inconvenience to private service of the PV. The negative effects resulted by a temporary participation in computation offloading are modeled as n k (x V k ) 2 . n k is an inconvenience parameter to formulate the negative effects and related to the workload state,
y k is current workloads and y max k is the maximal workloads that can be tolerated by the PV. As a result, the utility function of v k is express as the acquired revenue minus caused negative effects:
where ω k is a tradeoff weight parameter. As for the requesting vehicle, its cost function is related with service fee. When a part of the workloads are allocated to the PVs, the residual part should be executed by VEC servers. The VEC servers are employed to process per workload with the required service fee f 0 . Then the total payment for the VEC servers is f 0 (W − k∈K x V k ). So the overall cost of the requesting vehicle in computation offloading is expressed by
For the requesting vehicle, it aims to optimize the reward policy for all the PVs to minimize the overall cost with satisfying several constraints. The cost minimization problem is introduced in (9) and we also offer more details about the constraints as follows. x V k ≤ W should be satisfied to avoid excessive workloads, as shown in constraint (10) . Besides, we use an individual preference parameter, ρ V (0 ≤ ρ V ≤ 1), to represent the minimal ratio of the requesting workloads allocated to the PVs. Here, we consider that when the computation task is totally executed by VEC servers, the requesting vehicle pays more than that incurs when the computation task is cooperatively executed by multiple PVs. By setting the pricing policy, the usage of underutilized resources from PVs are encouraged and PVEC can be promoted. Thus, from this viewpoint, the requesting VOLUME 6, 2018 vehicle puts forward a customized requirement about the ratio of the workloads allocated to the PVs in computation offloading. There exists a constraint: (11) . Finally, the reward policy should be positive. Based on the overall considerations, we illustrate the cost minimization problem with feasible constraints as follows.
V. OPTIMAL RESOURCE SCHEDULING
In this section, we pay attention to a critical problem about how a service provider schedules opportunistic resources to serve a requesting vehicle for maximizing user satisfaction in computation offloading.
A. STACKELBERG GAME MODEL
To improve user satisfaction, the service provider takes the overall cost of the requesting vehicle into consideration. Then the service provider represents the requesting vehicle to negotiate with PVs when employing them for task execution.
To recruit PVs, the interaction between the service provider and PVs is modeled as a typical leader-follower game. More specifically, for encouraging the PVs to undertake workloads, the service provider acts as the broker of the requesting vehicle to reward the PVs with incentives indicated by r V k . Based on given rewards, the participating PVs make optimal decisions about the amount of undertaking workloads x V k for maximizing the utilities. After that, their responses are collected to the service provider and it optimizes the reward policy for the PVs to minimize the overall service cost. This means that in the incentive mechanism, the service provider is naturally fit for acting a leader to determine the final reward policy while the PVs become followers responding to the service provider with respect to given rewards. According to the descriptions in [25] , a convenient analytical model to study the above scenario is provided by Stackelberg game.
After determining players and their utility functions, the Stackelberg game between the service provider and PVs is defined by
The strategic form consists of three aspects: a player set, strategy space and corresponding utility functions. In Fig. 3 , a Stackelberg game model is proposed to formulate the above incentive mechanism for optimizing resource scheduling in PVEC. It is noted that the service provider is a leader while all the selected PVs are followers. The service provider finally determines the optimal reward parameter p V * k based on prior knowledge about the impacts of the decision on behavior of the PVs. In particular, we consider that the service provider can realize the amount of workloads required by the requesting vehicle, and acquire workload state and task execution information from the PVs. Due to the attractive incentives, the PVs would like to upload the information in a secure way. As for each PV, the best participation level x V * k is put forward for utility maximization with the condition of p V * k . Next, we utilize the theoretic approach of Stackelberg game to analyse their best responses accordingly.
According to game theory, an optimal solution for such a Stackelberg game is the Stackelberg equilibrium at which a leader obtains the optimal utility given followers' best responses. For the Stackelberg game , we define the Stackelberg equilibrium as follows:
Definition 1: (r V * k , x V * k ) can be achieved as the proposed Stackelberge equilibrium if and only if it satisfies the following set of inequalities:
The objective of the proposed Stackelberg game is to find the unique Stackelberg equilibrium where both the requesting vehicle and PVs have no motivations to change their decisions. At this equilibrium, both the leader and any follower cannot benefit, in terms of overall cost and individual utility, respectively, by unilaterally changing the strategies. Hence, when all the players are at the Stackelberg equilibrium, the service provider cannot help the requesting vehicle reduce the overall cost by decreasing the reward parameter from the Stackelberg equilibrium value r V * k . Similarly, no PV is able to improve the utility by changing different workloads in addition to the Stackelberg equilibrium value x V * k for undertaking.
B. STACKELBERG EQUILIBRIUM ANALYSIS
Firstly, we analyse the best response of a follower. U V k can be converted into an optimal utility function in terms of x V k . We take the second derivatives of U V k with respect to x V k , and easily find that
is concave and this indicates that the maximal value of the 66656 VOLUME 6, 2018 function exists. By using ∂U V k /∂x V k = 0, we obtain
x V * k is called the best response of PV v k in determining the participation level for serving requesting vehicle V , which maximizes the utility on the condition of given rewards r V k . Clearly, the best response is positive only when r V k ≥ c k and the PV is recruited for task execution.
By substituting x V * k into the cost function C V , the service provider reformulates the optimization problem as follows
For the above problem, we simplify it as follows:
where
By proposing the Lagrange multipliers α, β and γ k for the constraints accordingly, the Lagrange function with respect to the problem in (14) , L, is expressed by (14) is convex with linear constraints. There exists a unique r V * k to be solved as the best response of the service provider under the given condition of x V * k .
C. SUBGRADIENT-BASED ITERATIVE ALGORITHM
In this paper, we use subgradient method to solve the typical convex optimization problem and acquire x V * k . According to the method, the optimization problem in (14) is transformed as
We update the above multipliers round by round as follows:
Here, is the index of the round while κ, η and λ k are three presetting step sizes. And |x| + = max(x, 0). As for updating the solution of r V , +1 k , we calculate it based on the KKT condition, ∂L/∂r V k = 0. Thus, we have
According to the parameter update law, an iterative algorithm based on subgradient method is presented to reach the Stackelberg equilibrium. In practice, the service provider realizes the request and acts as the broker of the requesting vehicle to negotiate with the PVs in a one-round Stackelberg game. In particular, the communications among them are significantly supported by the interactive protocol proposed in Section III-B.
The algorithm is executed by VEC servers belonging to the service provider. The service provider is convenient to hold prior knowledge of the computation task and related parameters of the PVs via the incentive mechanism. At First, by knowing impacts of the decision on the behavior of the PVs, the service provider formulates the optimization problem in (14) . Then the subgradient method is utilized for solving the optimal solution of r V k round by round. The process about parameter update is repeated until the iteratively updating r V , k is changed within a definitively smaller range. ε is a small positive constant to make the algorithm converge with specified accuracy. The value of ε can be adjusted to influence the number of executed rounds when necessary. Finally, within the limited rounds, r V * k is acquired and submitted to the PVs. Each PV replies with the best response x V * k for maximizing the utility. Requesting workloads are allocated by the service provider to all the PVs and VEC severs, respectively. More details about the algorithm can be found in Algorithm 1.
Theorem 1: A unique Stackelberg equilibrium exists between the service provider and all the PVs in our proposed Stackelberg game.
Proof: With the given reward policy, each PV acts as a follower and always has its own best response x V * k due to the concave character of the utility function. Based on the precognition of x V * k , the optimization problem in (14) is formulated. The problem is a convex optimization problem and we can obtain the optimal solution, r V * k , by using Algorithm 1. At the same time, for the leader, the service provider has a unique optimal strategy r V * k under given the best strategies of all the PVs. Ultimately, both the leader and followers are fully satisfied. Their decisions (r V * k , x V * k ) make that their utilities have been maximized simultaneously. Moreover, when all the
Algorithm 1 Subgradient-Based Iterative Algorithm for Reaching the Stackelberg Equilibrium
Input: The knowledge of the computation task and PVs:
The final workload allocation results and reward policy
k , α 0 , β 0 , γ 0 and fixed step sizes: κ, η and λ. 2 Calculate the workloads and inconvenience parameter:
Based on Eqn. (18), update the multipliers: α +1 , β +1 and γ +1 k .
5
Based on the KKT condition, update r V , +1 k by using Eqn. (19) .
6
The next round is continued, = + 1.
k . 9 for PVs in the set K do 10 Based on Eqn. (13), the best response x V * k is replied. 11 end 12 The residual amount of workloads indicated by W − k∈K x V * k are allocated to VEC servers.
players, including each PV and the requesting vehicle, have their optimized payoff and cost, respectively, considering the strategies chosen by other players in the game. They have no incentives to change the decisions and take other actions. Thus, the unique Stackelberg equilibrium indicated by (r V * k , x V * k ) is reached in the game.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We evaluate the performance of the proposed PVEC by extensive simulations. For simplicity, we consider that there exists a requesting vehicle sending a computation task to a service provider. The service provider rents multiple VEC servers and manipulates a lot of PVs in a parking lot for task execution in computation offloading.
A. PV SELECTION IN PVEC
In the simulations, PV behavior is formulated based on a real dataset from ACT Government Open Data Portal dataACT. The real dataset uses the SmartParking app to collect 180295 parking records in the Manuka shopping precinct within a month [26] . We select about 60,000 PVs for an observation, and make data statistic and analysis on their parking behavior. To summarize, parking duration of a PV ranges from 8 to 240 minutes. Based on the statistic data, we draw the frequency distribution histogram about parking duration of all the PVs in the dataset, as shown in Fig. 4 . Here, the class interval for grouping statistics is 10 minutes. Furthermore, we use the professional curve fitting tool provided by Matlab software, cftool, to fit and get the probability density function (PDF) of parking duration of these PVs. The fitting PDF is also illustrated by the black curve in the figure.
According to the fitting PDF, we can measure the availability of opportunistic resource offered by PVs in PVEC. At the same time, we calculate the serviceability of a PV for task execution in a resource scheduling time period. T is to indicate the time span of the time period. Based on Eqn. (5), the serviceability of a PV is equal to the predicted probability of staying continuously within T minutes. As shown in Fig.5 , we find that the serviceability is decreased with the accumulative parking durations. As time goes by, those PVs that have been parked with longer time durations are exactly inadequate for being selected for task execution. This is because that for them, the probability of a sudden departure is increased and thus, this leads to lower serviceability in PVEC. Besides, the serviceability of a PV is decreased with the expanding time window, T . The increasing value of T is to add a strict restriction for estimating PV behavior when selecting adequate PVs. As a consequence, a PV is estimated with a lower probability of staying continuously within the entire time period. So the PV is difficult to be evaluated with the valid serviceability in an extended resource scheduling time period. For example, the evaluated serviceability of the PV that has been parked with 100 minutes is reduced more than 16% when the time period is extended from T = 30 to T = 60 minutes.
In practical scenarios, the value of T needs to be consider well. When the time period is set with shorter span, more PVs can be selected but frequent update of routing table is caused to the service provider in the communications with the PVs. In turn, less PVs are selected for task execution and the corresponding reliability of resource provision cannot be also guaranteed at the end of the time period when the time period is set with longer span. Based on the overall considerations, we set the time period as 30 minutes in the following simulations.
B. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF RESOURCE SCHEDULING
In a 30-minute resource scheduling time period, the arrival of PVs follows Poisson distribution and their parking durations are distributed to follow the fitting probability density function. In PV selection, the threshold value P th is set as 0.9. For the PVs, the consumed cost for executing per giga CPU cycles c ranges randomly from 0.1 to 2. The maximal workload is 1000 giga CPU cycles and the current workload is distributed uniformly over [100, 500] giga CPU cycles. The value of the tradeoff weight ω changes from 0.5 to 1.5 for every PV. As for the parameters in the subgradient-based iterative algorithm, crucial step sizes κ, η and λ k are valued by 0.03, 0.02 and 0.05. The small positive constant ε is set by 0.01 to make the algorithm converge.
To evaluate our scheme, we compare the performances between our proposed PVEC and existing work that only introduce the proposal of VEC, e.g., [10] . Firstly, we demonstrate that PVEC combines idle resources from PVs with current resources in VEC to collectively extend resource capacity of vehicular networks. Workloads required by mobile applications are allocated and executed in a optimized way. Finally, sufficient resources are scheduled on demand to support a variety of services. Network capacity can be improved and more vehicles are served at the network edge.
For example, we observe a scenario wherein a service provider rents 2 VEC servers whose computing capability is 8 GHz. In PVEC, the service provider also manipulates multiple PVs in the parking lot for task execution. In general, computing capability of a PV ranges from 0.5 to 1.5 GHz. Besides, the arrival of uploading tasks follows Poisson distribution. For simplicity, the arrival rate is 1 per minute. For the requesting tasks, the input data size for computation offloading is distributed over [300, 1000] KB and application-centric parameter H range from 2 to 5 mega CPU cycles per byte. As shown in Fig. 6 , total amount of served vehicles belonging to the service provider in the time period is clearly decreased with the increasing average workload of the requesting tasks. But compared with the existing scheme, our scheme (i.e., PVEC) achieves more served vehicles, owing to the extended resource capacity. When the average workload of all the requesting workloads is 2500 giga CPU cycles, the total amount of served vehicles in PVEC is about twice that in the existing scheme. This means that PVEC outperforms the general VEC and has a great advantage in offering sufficient network resources to serve more vehicles.
Next, we pay attention to resource scheduling optimization in PVEC and consider how to minimize the overall cost for a user. We take a requesting vehicle V running an application studied in [27] as an example. The input data size for computation offloading is 400 KB while the applicationcentric parameter H V = 2.5 mega CPU cycles per byte. The individual preference ρ V is 0.2. For the requesting vehicle, its utility is directly related with overall cost for offloading the computation task, C V . In the previous work, the computation task is entirely executed by VEC servers, whose service fee is f 0 for undertaking per giga-cycle workloads. Thus, C V is linearly increased with the increasing value of service fee f 0 , as shown by the dash line with diamond markers in Fig. 7 . But in PVEC, C V is jointly optimized by considering f 0 and execution cost of the PVs indicated by c. Fig. 7 demonstrates that the overall cost of the requesting vehicle in PVEC is greatly lower than that in VEC. PVEC offers additional ways for task execution in computation offloading. The computation task can be offloaded to both idle PVs and VEC servers as scheduled. In our scheme, the service provider seeks an optimal strategy about workload allocation for minimizing the overall cost of the requesting vehicle. When f 0 is increased, the service provider puts more workloads to the PVs with lower execution cost, as shown in Fig. 8 . When necessary (i.e., f 0 is too large), the service provider puts all the workloads to the PVs. The workloads allocation between VEC servers and the PVs are dynamically determined under different conditions of f 0 and execution cost of the PVs. Hence, the proposed PVEC is superior to the existing work in reducing service cost for a vehicle and improving user satisfaction finally. Fig. 7 also shows that the overall cost of the requesting vehicle is increased with the increasing execution cost of all the PVs. The values of c regarding all the PVs are divided into three kinds: lower, medium and higher. Accordingly, the average value of c is set as [0.4, 0.8, 1.2]. Higher values of c means that the PVs should consume more expenditure in executing the computation task. For ensuring positive incentive for the PVs, this also results in higher incentives from the service provider. For example, when f 0 = 3, the overall cost of the requesting vehicle is increased about 33% when the values of c are changed from lower level to higher level. But at this time (i.e., higher values of c), the overall cost in PVEC is still only 81% of that in the existing work. In Fig. 8 , we can also find that the total workloads allocated to the PVs are clearly decreased with the increasing values of c under the same condition of f 0 . Based on the rationality requirement, when the execution cost of all the PVs increasing, the service provider would like to reduce the workloads assigned to them. C. STACKELBERG GAME APPROACH 1) ALGORITHM VALIDATION FOR THE STACKELBERG GAME We validate Algorithm 1 to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm. In this paper, we present a subgradient-based iterative algorithm for reaching the Stackelberg equilibrium. In previous work, there existed a multi-round iterative algorithm wherein both the leader and followers go through multiple rounds to reach the Stackelberg equilibrium. The algorithm is particularly studied for a Stackelberg game based incentive mechanism in [28] . In each round, all the followers need to respond with the strategies two times, based on the different strategies of the leader. Compared with the algorithm, our algorithm only updates fixed 4 parameters in each round.
For algorithm validation, we compare the performance among the two algorithms in terms of convergence and accuracy. We set the same termination condition for the multi-round iterative algorithm. Ultimately, both of the two algorithms are able to converge within limited rounds. In Fig. 9(a) , dynamically changing processes of one reward parameter, e.g., r V 1 , in the two algorithms are shown with details. In our proposed algorithm, r V 1 stops changing and acquires a final value after 18 rounds while 29 rounds are executed to obtain the changeless value of r V 1 in the multiround iterative algorithm. This means that the proposed algorithm converges faster than the existing algorithm. Moreover, the optimization objective C V can also be achieved with a smaller value in the subgradient-based iterative algorithm, as shown in Fig. 9(b) . To summarize, the proposed algorithm is effective and efficient to reach the Stackelberg equilibrium. The proposed algorithm exhibits great advantages in the faster convergence rate and better approximation effect.
2) IMPACTS TO THE STACKELBERG GAME Next, the impacts of different system parameters for the best response of a PV in the Stackelberg game are studied and illustrated by Fig. 10 . We randomly choose a PV k for observations. Based on Eqn. (13) , the best response of PV k for executing the task from the requesting vehicle, x V * k , is influenced the following parameters: given reward parameter r V k , its execution cost for undertaking per workload c k , the individual tradeoff weight ω k and current workloads y k . Clearly, with the higher value of the reward parameter, the PV would like to undertake more workloads for earing more benefits. So x V * k is increased with the higher value of r V k . In turn, both c k and y k play a negative effect on x V * k due to the increasing execution cost and incurred inconvenience for the PV. Based on the rationality, the PV chooses to reduce its undertaking workloads. Similar negative effect can be resulted by increasing value of the tradeoff weight ω k . We take that ω k is changed from 0.5 to 1.5 when c k = 0.1, y k = 100 and r V k = 1 as an example. Under the circumstance, the increment of ω k directly gives rise to that x V * k suffers from 66.7% percentage declines. Higher value of ω k means that the PV pays less attention to earn benefits in task execution. So less workloads are the better choice to undertake and x V * k is decreased finally. To summarize, the above numerical results demonstrate that the Stackelberg game approach is effective and efficient for both the service provider and PVs.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a new computing paradigm named by PVEC, where common PVs with available computing capability and storage space are utilized as edge computing nodes at the vehicular network edge. In PVEC, distributed mobile applications are achieved via the coordination between PVs and VEC servers, and supported with reliable resource guarantee. To facilitate distributed mobile applications, we focus on the high-efficiency scheduling of opportunistic resources in PVEC. More specifically, we present a system architecture to introduce primary network entities in PVEC, and an interactive protocol to support communications among them. Besides, we identify appropriate PVs for reliable task execution by measuring the availability of opportunistic resources in PVEC. The PVs are selected to undertake workloads for serving a requesting vehicle in computation offloading. Stackelberg game approach is leveraged VOLUME 6, 2018 to formulate and solve the the resource scheduling optimization problem. The goal of the game is to minimize the overall cost of users. After that, to reach the Stackelberg equilibrium, a subgradient-based iterative algorithm is proposed to determine workload allocation among the PVs and ensures the economy optimality of service provision. Through extensive simulations based on a real dataset, we demonstrate that compared with existing work, PVEC has superior performances in improving network capacity and reducing service fee in computation offloading. Numerical results also demonstrate that the Stackelberg game approach is effective and efficient in PVEC.
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